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Variables and Data Types in Python: 

Variable: A name that refers to a value. The name and the value are created simultaneously using 

the ‘=’ symbol.  The code below creates a variable x and stores a value of 10.  

The variable can then be used instead of the value later in the program 

 

Integer Data Type 

Definition: An integer is a whole number (not a fraction) that can be positive, negative, or zero. 
Therefore, the numbers 10, 0, -25, and 5,148 are all integers.  

Example:  Creating and using an integer variable in arithmetic 

 

Floating Point Data Type 

Definition: A floating point is a decimal number datatype that is the default for all non integers.  

Example: Python Automatically setting values as floating point 
In the code below a variable z is created as a fraction of two integers, z is then automatically set to 
a decimal floating point value 

 

String Data Type 

Definition: A string is a data type that represents text in programming. Strings are a collection of 
characters which include punctuation, numbers and symbols. Strings have to be created using 
single or double c 

Example: Creating two string variables and printing them together 
In the code below we create two strings and printed them side by side using the ‘+’ sign  

 

>>> x = 10 

 

>>> x +10 
20 

 

>>> x = 10 
>>> x * 5 
50 

 

>>> x = 5 
>>> y = 6 
>>> z = y/x 
>>> z 
1.2 
>>> type(z) 
<class 'float'> 

 

>>> name = 'Bob' 
>>> greeting = 'Hello ' 
>>> print(greeting + name) 
Hello Bob 
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1 Introduction to variables and datatypes  

● Use operations: + , - , * , / , ** , % ,  

● Demonstrate creation of integers strings and floats 

● Create a concatenation error 

● Perform a type conversion 

 

Program Repl Link: https://repl.it/@SanjinDedic/IntroVariables 

https://repl.it/@SanjinDedic/IntroVariables
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Some Key Definitions:  

Value: One of the basic units of data, like a number or string, that a program manipulates. 

Variable: A name that refers to a value. This value can be a number, a string(text) or a data structure 

(something like a spreadsheet)  

Expression: A combination of variables, operators, and values that represents a single result value. 

Type: A category of values. The types we have seen so far are integers (type int), floating point 

numbers (type float), and strings (type str). 

Integer: A data type that represents whole numbers. 

Floating-point: A data type that represents numbers with fractional parts. 

String: A data type that represents sequences of characters. 

Operator: A special symbol that represents a simple computation like addition, multiplication or 

string concatenation. (+ , - , * , / , ** , %)  

Concatenate: To join two string variables into one 

Type Conversions 

Data types can be easily converted from one type to another with the exception of converting non 
numerical strings to a float or an integer.  

Example: Multiplication with strings and integers 
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 In the code below we convert an integer to a string by type casting it  x = str(x) this allows it to be 
added to another string y  

 
Example: Converting numerical strings to integers so we can do maths 
 In the code below we convert a numerical string to an integer so that we can  

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

2 User inputs nickname program 

The program below asks the user for the user’s name and then responds with a witty 

remark which includes giving the user a nickname: 

1. Use input function to save user name into a variable 

2. Create a nickname variable by adding strings to the name 

3. Use nickname in a response 

#Obtain a user input  

print('Hello human what is your name?') 

#Save user input as variable 

name = input() 

#Use the concepts above to create a nickname chat bot 

nickname = 'Dr ' + name +  ' the Genius' 

print('I will call you '+ nickname) 

print('I find humans are susceptible to flattery') 

 

 

 

>>> x = 10 
>>> y = 'Yolo' 
>>> x + y 
TypeError: unsupported operand type(s) for +: 'int' and 'str' 
>>> x = str(x) 
>>> x + y 
'10Yolo' 

>>> a = '7' 
>>> b = 8 
>>> b - a 
TypeError: unsupported operand type(s) for -: 'int' and 'str' 
>>> a = int(a) 
>>> b - a 
1 
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3 User age calculator 

The program below asks the user for the user’s age and then tells the user how old they will 

be next year and in 2030 by doing the following: 

1. Use input function to save user age as a variable 

2. Convert  age to an integer 

3. Calculate next years age by adding 1 to age integer 

4. Comment on next years age  

5. Comment on 2030 age 

#Obtain a user input (age) 

print('Hello human how old are you?') 

#Save user input as variable 

age = input() 

age = int(age) 

new_age = age + 1 

#Tell the user how old they will be next year / in 2030 

print('So you are '+ str(age)) 

print('Next year you will be ' + str(new_age)) 

print('In 2030 you will be ' + str(age+10) 

 

 
 

 

4 Times tables and for loops 

The program below creates times tables in the following steps: 

1. Use input function to save number as a variable 

2. Convert number to an integer 

3. Tell the user they are about to see a times table 

4. Use a for loop and its built in variable to multiply the user entered number by 1 

through 10 

5. Use the comma to achieve neat formatting for the times table 

# Ask the user for a number  

print('Hello user give me a number') 

num = input() 

num = int(num) 

print('here is a times table for', num) 

# Print out the times table for that number 

for i in range(1,11): 

  print(i,' X ',num,' = ',i*num) 
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Python Chatbots 

 

Introduction 

In this lesson we are going to use three concepts if – elif – else statements, membership 

statements and random number generation to create a chatbot that responds in a 

meaningful way to user input 

 

1 YES / NO Question Chatbot 

The program below asks the user to answer a yes no question and then proceeds to provide 

different answer for each of the following types of inputs: 

1. Yes  

2. No  

3. Any other text input 

 

#1 Ask a YES / NO question 

print('Do you like computers YES or NO?') 

ans = input() 

#2 Give a response for yes and not yes 

if ans == 'yes': 

  print('Yes computers are amazing') 

elif ans == 'no': 

  print('You are a bad person') 

else: 

  print('You are not making any sense') 

 

#3 Give a response for yes, no and other 

 

#TINKER QUESTIONS: 

#1. Account for all of these 'YES' and 'NO' as well as 'yes' and 'no' 

#2. Imitate the code above and ask a different question after the first one 

 

Tinker Solution to part 1: 

#using or statements 

if ans == 'yes' or ans == 'YES': 

  print('Yes computers are amazing') 

elif ans == 'no'or ans == 'NO': 

  print('You are a bad person') 

 

#using string functions 

if ans.lower() == 'yes': 

  print('Yes computers are amazing') 

elif ans.lower() == 'no': 

  print('You are a bad person') 
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2 Chatbot membership statements 

The program below utilises a membership statement to check if a sub string is in the user 

response. So instead of checking the user said ‘yes’, it checks if ‘yes’ was a part of the user 

response 

print('Do you like computers YES or NO?') 

ans = input() 

if 'yes' in ans.lower(): 

  print('Yes computers are amazing') 

elif 'no' in ans.lower(): 

  print('You are a bad person') 

else: 

  print('You are not making any sense') 

 

#TINKER QUESTIONS: 

#1. Tell the user they are confusing you if the words yes and no are both in 

the question 

#2. Account for the word amazing and give a positive response 

 

 

Tinker Solution to parts 1 and 2: 

print('Do you like computers YES or NO?') 

ans = input() 

if 'yes' in ans.lower() and 'no' in ans.lower(): 

  print('Now I am really confused, it cannot be both yes and no') 

elif 'yes' in ans.lower(): 

  print('Yes computers are amazing') 

elif 'no' in ans.lower(): 

  print('You are a bad person') 

elif 'amazing' in ans.lower(): 

  print('Oooh yea we are on the same page!') 

else: 

  print('You are not making any sense') 
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3 Membership statements and random decisions 

The code below is going to use the random library to create a variable choice which will have a 

random value (1, 2 or 3). Based on what the choice is the program will respond with a different 

greeting.  

import random 

 

#1. Ask a user for their name 

print('Hello human what is your name?') 

name = input() 

length = len(name) 

#2. Generate a random response 

choice = random.randint(1,3) 

if choice == 1: 

  print('Very nice to meet you', name) 

elif choice == 2: 

  print('Hello', name, 'how are you?') 

else: 

  print('Go away', name,'I dont know you') 

 

The code below is a bit of a twist making the responses still random but more likely to be 

positive for short names and more likely to be negative for long names. 

 

import random 

 

#1. Ask a user for their name 

print('Hello human what is your name?') 

name = input() 

length = len(name) 

#2. Generate a random response 

score = random.randint(1,length) 

if score < 4: 

  print('Very nice to meet you', name) 

elif score < 8: 

  print('Hello', name, 'how are you?') 

else: 

  print('Go away', name,'I dont know you') 

 

#3. Make the length of the user's name affect the random response 

 

#TINKER QUESTIONS: 

#1. Make sure that a response for your name is always positive while others 

get a random response 
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Tinker Solution to part 1: 

import random 

 

#1. Ask a user for their name 

print('Hello human what is your name?') 

name = input() 

length = len(name) 

#2. Generate a random response 

score = random.randint(1,length) 

if name == 'Sanjin': 

  print('Welcome back Sanjin, good to see you again') 

elif score < 4: 

  print('Very nice to meet you', name) 

elif score < 8: 

  print('Hello', name, 'how are you?') 

else: 

  print('Go away', name,'I dont know you') 
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Python Emotion Sensing Chatbots 

 

Introduction 

In this lesson we are going to use the TextBob library to measure emotion in human 

responses to chatbot questions. The chatbots will be able to ask open ended questions and 

give sensible responses to the human input! 

 

1. Open Ended question 

The code below imports text blob, asks user an open ended question, then it proceeds to 

print out a sentiment value for the response between -1 to 1.  

#1 Import TextBlob 

from textblob import TextBlob 

 

#2 Ask a human user an open ended question  

print('What do you think about minecraft, at least 20 words?') 

 

#3 Save human answer as a blob 

ans = input() 

blob = TextBlob(ans) 

 

#4 Measure the polarity of the human answer 

print(blob.polarity) 

 

Below is code that you can add for a very basic response: 

if blob.polarity > 0: 

  print('I agree its a great game') 

else: 

  print('You have no idea') 
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2. Multiple responses 

The code below adds a graduated response to the user answer. Pay close attention to the 

stacked if elif else statements they get checked one at a time from the top down.  

#1 Import TextBlob 

from textblob import TextBlob 

 

#2 Ask a human user an open ended question  

print('What do you think about minecraft, at least 20 words?') 

 

#3 Save human answer as a blob 

ans = input() 

blob = TextBlob(ans) 

 

#4 Measure the polarity of the human answer 

#5 Respond appropriately  

if blob.polarity < -0.5: 

  print("I can't believe you hate it that much") 

elif blob.polarity < -0.1: 

  print("Hmmm so you don't like Minecraft") 

elif blob.polarity >= -0.1 and blob.polarity <= 0.1: 

  print('That is an even handed opinion') 

elif blob.polarity > 0.5: 

  print('So you are a Minecraft fanatic') 

elif blob.polarity > 0.1: 

  print('So you like Minecraft') 
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3. Random open ended question 

The code below expands on the previous programs to ask a user an open ended question on 

a random topic, it adds the following features 

1. Create a list of topics 

2. Select a random topic from a list 

3. Ask a question based on the selected topic 

#1 Import TextBlob 

from textblob import TextBlob 

import random 

 

#2 Ask a human user an open ended question on a random topic 

topics = ['football','minecraft','Python'] 

 

topic = random.choice(topics) 

print('what do you think about', topic+'?') 

 

#3 Save human answer as a blob 

ans = input() 

blob = TextBlob(ans) 

 

#4 Measure the polarity of the human answer 

#5 Respond appropriately  

if blob.polarity < -0.5: 

  print("I can't believe you hate it that much") 

elif blob.polarity < -0.1: 

  print("Hmmm so you don't like", topic) 

elif blob.polarity >= -0.1 and blob.polarity <= 0.1: 

  print('That is an even handed opinion') 

elif blob.polarity > 0.5: 

  print('So you are a '+ topic + ' fanatic') 

elif blob.polarity > 0.1: 

  print('So you like Minecraft') 
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Now that we have created a fairly advanced chatbot that asks questions on random topics, 

uses sentiment analysis to analyse human input before giving a considered response, you 

may be wondering what next. Well have a go at these 3 ways of improving your program: 

 

TINKER QUESTIONS: 

1. Add a how are you question to the start of the program, you should use text blob in the 

question 

2. Expand the topics list to include at least 10 topics 

3. Try using loops to ask multiple topics questions 
 


